
Subscription

And Paywall Implementation Journey



The Problem

- Decline in advertising 

revenue.

- Free online advertising and low 

CPMs from Social media platform.

- Decline in distribution revenue and 

fixed production cost.



- Direct relationship with our 

readers.

- Diversify our revenue channels.

- Provide relevant content to our 

audience.

The Objective



he PillarsThe Pillars

Customer 

management.

Billing Regwall/Paywall Notifications through 

various channels.

Content 

recommendation

Analytics
Integration 

APIs



The Journey

July 2020 October 2020

Started allowing users to register on 

the website to read premium content 

(The Standard Insider)

Experimentation with a hard 

paywall on The Nairobian website 

and Freemium on The Standard.

Allowed users to read at least 15 

articles before being requested to 

register.



The Journey

January 2021 April 2021

Set an audacious target to attain 900K 

registered readers.

Experiment freemium on selected 

articles

Redesigned our digital platforms to fit 

to our group strategy



The Executions

 Converged our content acquisition and dissemination.

 Unified login across all our Digital assets (Website subscription, epaper, 

Digger classifieds, games and access to videos)

 Experimentation with the different reader-revenue models

 Driving traffic to the website through the various channels

 Embedding data and analytics at the core of editorial decision-making with a 

focus on the reader.

 Understanding the casual, loyal and brand lovers and the journey to convert a 

brand lover to a paying user.

 Upselling subscription plans



The Challenges

- Not all Paywall models may 

work for your audience.

- Preferred payment method. 

Majority of Kenyans prefer mobile 

money which does not offer auto-

renewal.

- New concept for majority of 

Kenyans to pay for content 

online.



- Just start. You are never late to start 
monetisation via subscription

- Set a stretch target. At least 3-year target and 
work towards attaining the target.

- Experiment as much as possible

- Let your audience be core in your paywall 
strategy.

- Invest in targeted marketing and great customer 
service.

- Find the website traffic channel with the highest 
conversion and optimise.

Lesson Learned



QnA



The End


